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Abstract: In equilibrium thermodynamics systems can be described in terms of 

properties which are either 1) intensive, 2) extensive, or 3) neither intensive nor 

extensive.  While they can vary with spatial location in non-equilibrium systems, 

intensive properties are homogenous functions of degree (or order) zero (k = 0) and 

can be measured at any point.  Temperature must always be intensive, as required by 

the laws of thermodynamics.  This fundamental aspect of temperature is preserved 

whether dealing with equilibrium or non-equilibrium systems, as the latter can be 

analysed with local thermal equilibrium or reduced time intervals.  As for extensive 

properties, given equilibrium, they are homogeneous functions of degree one (k = 1) 

and consequently, are both additive and dependent on spatial extent.  Conversely, 

properties which are neither intensive nor extensive represent homogeneous functions 

of specific degree ( 10 << k ) which, while non-additive, remain dependent on some 

aspect of spatial extent.  Importantly, the determination of whether some properties 

(e.g. length, surface area) are extensive or neither intensive nor extensive, remains 

system dependent.  Since thermodynamic properties are homogenous functions, all 

thermodynamic expressions must be balanced.  This requirement extends beyond 

simple dimensionality.  The intensive or extensive character of any given 

thermodynamic expression must be preserved on either side.  In this regard, the 

existence of properties which are neither intensive nor extensive provides significant 
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insight into the validity of thermodynamic expressions. The inclusion of such 

properties within expressions can only be allowed when their presence results in 

thermodynamic balance.  Otherwise, the resulting expressions violate the laws of 

thermodynamics.  This is often manifested in temperature relations which are non-

intensive.   

 

 
Résumé: 
 
À l'équilibre, les systèmes thermodynamiques peuvent être décrits en termes de 

propriétés qui sont 1) intensives, 2) extensives ou 3) ni intensives ni extensives. Bien 

qu'elles puissent varier en fonction de la localisation spatiale dans les systèmes hors 

équilibre, les propriétés intensives sont des fonctions homogènes de degré (ou d'ordre) 

zéro (k = 0) et peuvent être mesurées à tout moment. La température doit toujours être 

intensive, conformément aux lois de la thermodynamique. Cet aspect fondamental de 

la température est préservé, qu’il s’agisse de systèmes à l’équilibre ou non, car ces 

derniers peuvent être analysés avec l’équilibre thermique local ou avec des intervalles 

de temps réduits. Quant aux propriétés extensives, à l'équilibre, elles sont des 

fonctions homogènes de premier degré (k = 1) et, par conséquent, sont à la fois 

additives et dépendantes de l'étendue spatiale. Par contre, les propriétés qui ne sont ni 

intensives ni extensives représentent des fonctions homogènes de degré spécifique 

( 10 << k ) qui, bien que non additives, restent dépendantes d’un certain aspect de 

l'étendue spatiale. Il est important de noter que la détermination du caractère extensif 

ou non intensif de certaines propriétés (par exemple la longueur, la surface) dépend du 

système. Les propriétés thermodynamiques étant des fonctions homogènes, toutes les 

expressions thermodynamiques doivent être équilibrées. Cette exigence dépasse la 

simple dimensionnalité. Le caractère intensif ou extensif de toute expression 
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thermodynamique donnée doit être préservé des deux côtés. À cet égard, l’existence 

de propriétés ni intensives ni extensives permet de mieux comprendre la validité des 

expressions thermodynamiques. L'inclusion de telles propriétés dans les expressions 

ne peut être autorisée que lorsque leur présence entraîne un équilibre 

thermodynamique. Autrement, les expressions résultantes brise les lois de la 

thermodynamique. Cela se manifestent souvent dans des relations de température non 

intensives. 

 
Key words: Thermodynamic balance; intensive and extensive properties; non-extensive properties 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In 1961, P. T. Landsberg argued that the classification of thermodynamic properties 

as intensive or extensive was so fundamental to the study of thermodynamics that 

their existence should be recognized as the Fourth Law1,2.  He also argued that 

thermodynamic expressions must be balanced: “…each side of a thermodynamic 

equation must contain extensive variables raised to the same power…” and 

“…thermodynamic equations must be homogeneous in the extensive variables…”1. S. 

G. Canagaratna3 has echoed the need for thermodynamic balance.  However, 

textbooks on thermodynamics4-10 generally provide only sparse information relative to 

the treatment of intensive and extensive thermodynamic properties.  Often, little can 

be gathered other than knowledge of their existencec. 

 Still, in 1972, Landsberg restated the central role of intensive and extensive 

properties in thermodynamics11.  He summarized the laws of thermodynamics as 

follows: “Zeroth Law – empirical temperature exists.  First Law – internal energy 

exists.  Second Law – entropy and absolute temperature exist.  Third Law – states 

with T=0 do not exist. Fourth Law – for a class of non-equilibrium states, and for 

equilibrium states, extensive and intensive properties exist”11.  He also emphasized 

that those non-equilibrium states involving a theory of fluctuation and stability which 

                                                 
cThe terms ‘thermodynamic property’, ‘thermodynamic variable’, and 

‘thermodynamic quantity’ are often used interchangeably in the literature4, 5.  The 

term ‘thermodynamic coordinate’ implies something more, as it typically refers to a  

thermodynamics property which is part of the minimum set needed to fully define a 

given system, namely the thermodynamic coordinates or state variables
6. 

. 
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do not follow these rules would not be thermodynamic in character11.  Hence, 

Landsberg advanced that the Fourth Law was valid across all of thermodynamics. 

This included both equilibrium systems and those non-equilibrium systems which 

could be analysed by his “basic trick”, wherein a system, which might have gradients 

in temperature, could be treated with subsystems in which the regular rules of 

thermodynamics applied11. Such arguments could be made whenever local thermal 

equilibrium methods were utilized. 

Regrettably, while Landsberg’s Fourth Law clearly had merit1, 11, it has not 

been adopted by the scientific community beyond chemistry3.  In large measure, this 

has been the result of a fundamental problem in properly classifying thermodynamic 

properties.  For instance, the seminal work on the existence of intensive and extensive 

properties by R.C. Tolman12, did not recognize that the characterization of a property 

as extensive (i.e. additive) depended on the nature of the thermodynamic system itself.  

The confusion in Tolman’s work12 arose because it was not focused on 

thermodynamics, but rather, attempted to identify fundamental properties across 

physics and mathematics.  As a consequence, Tolman12 identified length as an 

extensive property.  However, in thermodynamics, length is usually not extensive (i.e. 

additive), unless the thermodynamic system is analogous to a wire.   Despite such 

missteps, Tolman12 clearly stated: “We shall find it possible in agreement with the 

work of others to distinguish two general classes of quantity, those having extensive 

and those having intensive magnitude, and shall consider the methods necessary for 

measuring these two quite different magnitudes”12.  Tolman also properly recognized 

that extensive properties were fundamental.  This arose because intensive properties 

were usually determined by sampling extensive properties. 
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The situation relative to intensive and extensive properties was further clouded 

in the classic reference by Redlich13, who, while failing to properly describe non-

extensive properties, surprisingly argued that “the classification of intensive-extensive 

properties was…” not “…basic to the development of thermodynamics.”  He stated 

that “the square root of volume is clearly neither extensive nor intensive; yet it is a 

well-defined property and all thermodynamic knowledge could be expressed if we 

replaced volume by the new variable.  It would be awkward, cumbersome, and 

inefficient.   But science could live with it.  It is obviously wrong to say that only 

extensive and intensive variables exist”13.  The claim was obtuse at best, as the square 

root of the volume of a sphere was not an additive property and its use would make it 

difficult to divide systems into subsystems and check for thermodynamic balance, a 

vital aspect of honouring thermodynamic laws.  In addition, extensive properties are 

properly viewed as moving with mass or spatial extent.  Volume is not utilized, for 

instance, when the thermodynamic system is the area of a monolayer.  Consequently, 

the idea that the square root of volume could be used to redefine all of thermodynamic 

knowledge13 is not tenable.   

In any case, Redlich would simply be replacing the role taken by extensive 

properties with properties that were neither intensive nor extensive.  He would have 

accomplished nothing relative to altering the fundamental intensive nature of 

temperature, the central aspect of all of thermodynamics.  This is a key point for any 

treatment of thermodynamics for it is by the measurement of temperature that 

thermodynamics exists.  Yet, in order to measure temperature at a given point, it is 

clear that temperature itself must be intensive.  The idea that thermal equilibrium 

exists in the 0th law is directly requiring that temperature always be intensive.  

Otherwise, the 0th law itself could not exist.  
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Redlich was correct insofar as properties which are neither intensive nor 

extensive exist.  Yet, he did not appreciate how they should be treated and what 

properties, in fact, behaved in this manner.  Thus, he argued that surface area and 

boundary length are extensive13.  In doing so, much like Tolman12, he failed to realise 

that the extensive (or non-extensive) nature of these two properties depends on 

thermodynamic setting.  At the same time, Redlich13  recognized that thermodynamic 

coordinates (including intensive properties, extensive properties, and properties which 

are neither) and forces are fundamental to the development of thermodynamics: “But 

the characterization of a property as a coordinate or force is indeed fundamental.   

Without these concepts we cannot define work and energy; thus, thermodynamics 

simply would not exist”13.  Unfortunately, Redlich did not appreciate the importance 

of intensive and extensive properties relative to establishing thermodynamic balance 

and guiding the derivation of thermodynamic expressions. 

Recently, S. H. Mannaerts has presented a detailed account of extensive 

quantities14.  The work is noteworthy for its detailed compilation of references 

relative to the treatment of intensive and extensive properties14.  Regrettably, there are 

aspects of Mannaerts’ work which serve to highlight that the treatment of 

thermodynamic properties remain somewhat shrouded with confusion.   

Mannaerts tries to argue that there is a fundamental difference in presenting 

extensive properties as additive or as proportional to mass14.  Yet, the IUPAC has 

already determined that additivity will be the measure of extensivity for independent 

non-interacting subsystems15.  He suggests that thermodynamic “quantities are either 

constants or variables”14.  However, thermodynamic quantities should never be 

regarded as constants, given that the later never contribute to thermodynamic 

character. Thermodynamic quantities can, however, assume a constant value.  
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Mannaerts also attempts to argue that in dividing a system in two that “entropy is not 

halved either (Gibbs paradox)”14.  However, it is well-known that the Gibbs paradox 

is eliminated when the indistinguishability of the particles is considered.    

Mannaerts tries to argue that surface area is extensive according to the 

additivity rule, but not extensive according to the proportionality rule.  He writes: “If 

we have a droplet with surface area Aʹ and another droplet with an area Aʺ, then 

together they have a surface area A = Aʹ + Aʺ. This is formal addition”14
. Yet, in 

establishing the extensive nature of surface area, one is not concerned with formal 

addition, but in the merging of the two subsystems.  The area of the new system will 

be smaller than the sum of these two, as Mannaerts himself recognizes14. Yet, that is 

why surface area is never extensive when dealing with the sum of two drops.  It is 

only when dealing with two planes for instance that surface area is extensive.  

Mannaerts’ argument only adds confusion relative to establishing the extensive nature 

of surface area, as he has not properly treated the additivity rule14.  The surface area of 

a spherical body is not a homogeneous function of degree 1 and it is therefore never 

extensive, as will be seen below.  

Mannaerts also presents a proof that temperature is extensive using what he 

casts as a “reductio ad absurdum”14.  First, he advances the internal energy expression 

for an ideal monoatomic gas, ( )MRTmU 23= , where U is the internal energy, m is 

the mass, R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, and M the molar mass. 

He then argues that since 1) U is proportional to m, and 2) U is proportional to T, then 

by 3) the transitivity of proportion, 4) T is extensive. The arguments contained therein 

are improper, as Mannaerts himself recognizes14. The proportionality terms between 

internal energy and mass, or internal energy and temperature are not the same.  The 

first is intensive overall while the second is extensive.  As a result, the arguments 
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advanced are invalid and only act to confuse the inexperienced reader. This occurs 

despite the fact that Mannaerts interjects that “the error arises from the improper us of 

the word ‘proportional’”14, as he never explains precisely the nature of the error. It 

can never be argued that temperature can be made to appear extensive through claims 

of “reductio ad absurdum”14.  The author also argues that “a vacuum is an obvious 

violation of both PRs, but not of the additivity rule”.  The argument does not belong in 

this paper.  A vacuum is not a thermodynamic system.   

Finally, Mannaerts argues that some intensive thermodynamic quantities are 

additive.  He invokes partial pressures as one of the examples and concludes that 

“Most intensive variables not additive”14.  Yet, intensive properties are never additive.  

That is a feature of extensive properties.  The confusion arises in not appreciating that 

each partial pressure represents a specific intensive property, distinct from all other 

partial pressures.  When summing partial pressures, one is not summing the same 

intensive property.  Rather, different intensive properties are added together leading to 

a new intensive property, namely the total pressure.  Each partial pressure remains 

intensive and never additive onto itself.  It is false to claim that intensive properties 

can be additive in the context of determining thermodynamic character.  Again, 

intensive properties are never additive, that is a feature of extensive properties.    

As a result of these considerations, and given the lack of clarity relative to the 

nature of intensive and extensive properties, it is appropriate to highlight how these 

properties, along with properties which are neither intensive nor extensive, must be 

identified and treated.  Once this has been accomplished, the question of 

thermodynamic balance can be addressed using a variety of examples taken from 

across the physical sciences.  The central role that Landsberg’s Fourth  Law1, 11  

relative to thermodynamic properties and their balance can then be fully appreciated16.  
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II. INTENSIVE, EXTENSIVE, AND NON-EXTENSIVE PROPERTIES 

 

 Tolman12 writes: “In order to decide whether a given quantity has extensive or 

intensive magnitude it is sometimes helpful to see if the simultaneous presence of two 

systems, each having a definite quantity of the kind in question, can be regarded as 

giving a larger system with twice the quantity; if so that quantity has extensive 

magnitude”.  A similar scenario is advanced by Redlich13.  Importantly, this scenario 

establishes that extensive properties scale linearly with system size and therefore, 

must be additive. 

 Alternatively, for simplicity, one could consider two identical homogenous 

spheres, B1 and B2, in thermal equilibrium.  The two spheres could be combined to 

create a larger sphere, BT.  Those properties like mass, M, volume, V, internal energy, 

U, and entropy, S, which are doubled in forming BT are extensive, as they are additive 

for subsystems (e.g. 21 MMMT += ). Mathematically, they can be viewed as 

homogeneous functions of degree 1.  Thus, if mass M can be viewed as some function 

of x, y, and z, this function is considered homogenous in the first degree since when 

multiplying the arguments of the function by a quantity λ, the following holds: 

( ) ( )zyxMzyxM k ,,,, λλλλ = , where k = 19.    All extensive properties can be viewed 

in the same manner. They are homogenous functions of degree 1 and are therefore 

additive across subsystems15.  This is a central feature in macroscopic 

thermodynamics. 

Conversely, those properties like temperature and pressure which remain 

unaltered when combining the two smaller spheres are considered intensive.  

Intensive properties are independent of system size.  Mathematically, they are 

homogeneous functions of degree 0, as they are usually partial derivatives of 
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homogenous functions of order 1 in the extensive coordinates. Thus, if temperature T 

can be viewed as some function of x, y, and z, when multiplying the arguments of the 

function by a value λ, then the following holds: ( ) ( ) ( )zyxTzyxTzyxT k ,,,,,, == λλλλ  , 

as k = 09.  Intensive properties are clearly not additive and all such properties can be 

viewed in the same manner. 

However, some properties like the radius of the sphere and its surface area are 

neither extensive nor intensive.  They can be described as homogeneous functions, but 

not of the first or zeroth order.  For instance, relative to a sphere, the radius R is a 

homogenous function of degree 1/3, because ( ) ( ) 3
1

3
1

43 VVR π= so that 

( ) ( ) ( )VRVVR 3
1

3
1

3
1

3
1

43 λλπλ == . In this respect, it is clear that if one takes the 

cube of the latter, an extensive property will be obtained, with the same behavior as 

volume ( )( ) ( ) ( ) VVVR λπλπλ 4343 3333331 == . Hence although R is not extensive, R3 

is extensive.  

Similarly, the area of a sphere, 24 RA π= , can be considered a homogeneous 

function of degree 2/3, such that ( ) ( )VAVA 32λλ = , where k = 2/3, because 

( ) ( ) 3
2

434 ππ VVA = , so ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )VAVVVA 3
2

3
2

3
2

3
2

434434 λππλπλπλ === . 

Again, the area of a homogenous sphere is not extensive.  However, if this area is 

multiplied by radius, an extensive property will be obtained, which once again 

behaves like volume:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) V
VV

VRVAVRVA λ
ππ

π
λ

λλλλ =















=⋅=⋅

3

1

3

2

3

1

3

2

4

3

4

3
4

33

1

3

1
 .               (1) 

 

Finally, a thermodynamic system can be considered which is limited to an area 

built from a monolayer.  In this case, the area A is the spatial extent of the system, not 
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volume, the homogeneous mass of the system remaining extensive with this area, so 

that mass per unit area is intensive. Area and mass move together here: halving the 

area, for example, halves the mass, and conversely.   In this case, length L becomes a 

property which is neither intensive nor extensive.  It is a homogenous function of 

degree ½ such that ( ) ( )ALAL kλλ =  , where k = ½.  It is evident that if the length is 

squared, an extensive property, like area, will be obtained. For instance, consider a 

homogeneous square monolayer of side L.  The area of the square monolayer is 

2LA = . Hence, ( ) 2
1

AAL = .  Since A is the spatial extent of the monolayer system, A 

is extensive: then ( ) ( ) ( )ALAAAL 2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

λλλλ === .  Likewise, the perimeter of the 

homogeneous square monolayer is LP 4= . Hence ( ) 2
1

4AAP = , so 

( ) ( )APAAP 2
1

2
1

2
1

4 λλλ == . Similarly, the area of a homogeneous circular monolayer 

is 2
RA π= . The ‘length’ or ‘perimeter’ of this circular system is the 

circumference RC π2= . Hence ( )
2

1

2 







=

π
π

A
AC and,  

( ) ( )AC
AA

AC 2
12

1

2
12

1

22 λ
π

πλ
π

λ
πλ =








=








= .                               (2) 

 

Consequently the radius R of the circle is not extensive either. 

In the case of a surface with constant positive Gaussian curvatured GGGG    21 β=  

such that 24πβ=A , defining the ‘length’ or ‘perimeter’ of this system as the ‘great 

circle’ πβ2=C , then ( )
2

1

4
2 








=

π
π

A
AC and so, 

 

                                                 
d A surface having a constant positive Gaussian curvature is a spherical surface. 
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( ) ( )AC
AA

AC 2
12

1

2
12

1

4
2

4
2 λ

π
πλ

π

λ
πλ =








=








= .                         (3) 

 

In both examples ( )[ ]2
AC moves as λA, i.e. ( )[ ]2

AC is extensive with the area defining 

the homogeneous monolayer system.  

 

III. THERMODYNAMIC BALANCE 

 

Thermodynamic equations must be dimensionally correct with respect to units.  

In addition, they must be balanced in the degree of properties.  This concept is 

fundamental to all work in thermodynamics.  Without verified thermodynamic 

balance, a mathematical expression, for either temperature or entropy for instance, is 

invalid. 

 Much like Landsberg1 before him, Canagaratna3 noted: “if one side of an 

equation is extensive (or intensive), then so must be the other side”.  The importance 

of thermodynamic balance cannot be overstated, as irrespective of the nature of a 

thermodynamic expression, or the setting to which it is being applied, temperature 

must always be an intensive property.  To argue otherwise violates the Zeroth, First, 

and Second Laws making it impossible to even speak of thermodynamics. 

However, in order for temperature to remain intensive when appearing in an 

expression where temperature is the dependent variable, any non-intensive property in 

the expression must be divisible by another property in the expression of the same 

degree.  This would result in an intensive property to thermodynamically balance to 

temperature.  It is clear that rules must exist for establishing thermodynamic balance.  

These rules can be summarized as follows: 
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1. Only system properties contribute to thermodynamic balance. 

2. The quotient of two properties within the same state, that are homogeneous 

to the same degree, is an intensive property. 

3. The degree of a product of two homogeneous properties within the same 

state is given by the sum of their respective degrees. 

 

From these simple rules, a few considerations arise. First, physical constants such as 

the universal constant of gravitation G, Planck’s constant h, Boltzmann’s constant kB, 

and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ, while important for balancing the units (a 

question of proper dimensionality) of an expression, play no role in establishing 

thermodynamic balance.  For instance, in the expression TNkE B= , both the energy E 

and the number of particles N, are extensive.  Their quotient, by rule 2 is intensive, 

and so is temperature.  As a result, this equation is balanced and, in accordance with 

rule 1, kB played no role in establishing this balance.  Second, it is clear by rule 3 that 

the product of two intensive properties is intensive, even if it has a constant value.  By 

the same token, if one raises an intensive property to an exponent, the result remains 

intensive.  Conversely, according to rule 3, the product of two extensive properties is 

never extensive, as the degree of the resulting property is now 2.  Similarly, if one 

raises an extensive property to an exponent, the result is never extensive.  Again, 

extensive properties must be additive.  Finally, note that properties which are neither 

intensive nor extensive, but which have degree values between 0 and 1 (0 < k < 1), 

can result in an extensive property according to rule 3 when they are multiplied, 

provided that the sum of their degrees is equal to 1.  Also, according to rule 2, if two 

such properties are divided, the resulting quotient can be intensive if the properties are 

homogenous to the same degree.  
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IV. EXAMPLES OF THERMODYNAMIC BALANCE 

 

As a simple example of the importance of thermodynamic balance, Clausius’ 

definition of temperature, as stated in the Second Law, can be taken as follows: 

dSQT δ= .  In this case, both the infinitesimal change in heat δQ, and the associated 

change in entropy dS, represent homogenous functions of degree 1.  Their ratio is 

thereby intensive according to rule 2.  As a result, temperature remains intensive, as 

must be the case.  Note that δQ is always considered to be so small as to not alter the 

equilibrium state.  The reason for this is now made plain.  If the change in heat is 

allowed to be other than infinitesimal, it then becomes a path function, whereas  δQ 

must act as a state function, and thereby acquires extensive character.  This must be 

the case if temperature is to remain intensive. 

Let us now consider another example as previously discussed16, namely the 

Stefan-Boltzmann law as applied to describe the luminosity of a star: 

 

424 4 TRATL πσσ == ,                                                (4) 

 

where L, R, T, A, and σ correspond to luminosity, stellar radius, temperature, surface 

area, and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant respectively.  Since stars can be viewed as 

homogenous spheres, it is clear that R is a homogenous function of degree 1/3.  By 

squaring R, a homogeneous function of degree 2/3 is obtained, corresponding to the 

degree of both the luminosity and the area functions.  As a result, when luminosity is 

divided by R2 or by A, one generates a quotient from functions of the same order.  The 

functions themselves are not extensive; however, their quotient becomes intensive as 

they must according to rule 2.  As a result, temperature in this expression remains 
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intensive, as must be the case.  The Stefan-Boltzmann Law is thermodynamically 

balanced. 

When describing blackbodies in “The Theory of Heat Radiation”17 Max 

Planck required that thermal equilibrium take place throughout the system of interest.  

In the case of a blackbody, this must include two subsystems, the bulk and the surface 

thereof.  Temperature remains intensive throughout the entire system. This occurs 

even though surface properties, like surface area and luminosity, are not extensive, 

while bulk properties, like mass and volume, are extensive.  Rule 2 ensures that 

temperature remains an intensive property in a manner which is independent of the 

extensivity of the system or subsystem in question.  Returning to Clausius’ 

formulation of the Second Law ( )dSQT δ= , if a system could be described wherein 

dS is not properly extensive, then this lack of extensivity must also be found in δQ, 

such that temperature remains intensive.   

 The importance of properties which are neither intensive nor extensive can be 

further clarified by examining an expression for the change in free energy, G∆ , taken 

from the biological literature18 for the interaction of cells with surfaces covered with 

nanorods.  These surfaces were constructed with varying number densities of 

nanorods, χ, on 1 µm2 surface areas.  The free energy of the system can be evaluated 

using this expression18:  

 

( ) LRRLRRLmwG topbottom

122 221 −
− ++−+−=∆ κχππσχχππχµ ,                 (5) 

 

where w is the specific adhesion energy per unit area (an intensive property with units 

= Joules/µm2 and k = 0), χ is the number density of nanostructures (NSs) on the 

surface (a pure number for each system), R is the radius of the nanorod (a property 
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which is neither intensive nor extensive with units = µm and k = ½), L is the length of 

the nanorod (a property which is neither intensive nor extensive with units = µm and  

k = ½), σ is the surface tension of the cell (an intensive property with units = 

Joules/µm2), and κ is the bending modulus (an extensive property with units = Joules 

and k = 1).  It is readily apparent that this equation is both dimensionally and 

thermodynamically balanced.   

When multiplied by the intensive property w, each of the terms in brackets has 

units of joules.  The first term in brackets, 1 µm2 is extensive as it represents a 

constant area.  The second term becomes extensive through the application of rule 3, 

by multiplying R and L (two homogeneous functions of degree ½), resulting in area, 

which is a function with k = 1 for this system.  The third term becomes extensive by 

squaring R (here a homogeneous function of degree ½) resulting, once again through 

rule 3, in area, a function with k = 1.  The fourth term gains its extensive character by 

invoking rule 3 once again and multiplying R and L (two homogeneous functions of 

degree ½), resulting in an area, which is a function with k = 1 for this system.  Finally, 

the fifth term includes an extensive property, namely, the bending modulus, κ.  

However, it is being multiplied by the quotient of R and L which according to rule 2 is 

intensive.  As such, according to rule 3, the fifth term is extensive.  Consequently, 

each of the five terms in this expression is extensive, as they must be, since free 

energy, ∆G, in this case must be extensive.  

 

IV. ENTROPY AND TEMPERATURE 

 

Within the context of classical thermodynamics, thermodynamic entropy, S, is 

considered to be an extensive property which is a homogeneous function of internal 
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energy, U, volume, V, and number of particles, N, such that 

( ) ( )NVUSNVUS k ,,,, λλλλ = and k = 19.  Entropy is maximized in thermal 

equilibrium and is always additive17. 

However, if a statistical mechanic viewpoint is adopted, entropy is not always 

extensive.  For instance, it is well-known that Boltzmann’s classic expression (S = 

kBlnW, where W is the number of equiprobable microstates) is not extensive when the 

number of particles becomes very small (N < 1000).  This was recognized by 

Boltzmann himself20.  In fact, it is only through the use of the Stirling approximation 

that Boltzmann statistical entropy becomes extensive over a range of N values which 

is neither too small nor too large21.     

Some have argued that statistical entropy described by Boltzmann is only 

additive in the thermodynamic limit despite recognition that “The extensive nature of 

thermodynamic entropy was already well established in the early part of the 19th 

century”22.  Consequently, statistical models can lead to findings which are contrary 

to established knowledge relative to thermodynamic entropy.  Statistical results can be 

diametrically opposed21, 22. 

In very small systems, surface area and interfaces can no longer be neglected 

relative to the sample bulk19.  These problems have long been recognized23, 24.  Using 

computational approaches, it has been argued that temperature is no longer intensive 

in such systems25.  Yet, in these cases, the object under review should no longer be 

considered a thermodynamic system.  Small systems can get trapped in metastable 

states and unable to reach equilibrium.  Therefore, their entropy cannot be properly 

defined, given that the measurement of entropy depends on equilibrium, the 

determination of which requires that temperature be intensive.  This highlights the 
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point that systems must not be too small; otherwise they can no longer be viewed as 

thermodynamic systems. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 Nearly 60 years have now past since Landsberg first emphasized the 

importance of intensive and extensive properties in thermodynamics.  The Fourth Law 

which he formulated relative to their existence has been largely ignored by the 

physics community.  Given the confusion which still exists concerning correct 

identification of properties as intensive, extensive, or neither, it is easy to understand 

why this has been the case. 

 Some insist that the radius of a sphere remains an extensive property. This 

becomes important in treating the thermodynamics of a star, for instance.  However, 

the radius of a sphere is a homogeneous function of degree 1/3, as the volume of a star 

is a thermodynamic property of degree 1. It is clear that variables which are neither 

intensive nor extensive, like radius, do exist and they must be properly treated in 

balancing thermodynamic equations. The widespread failure of scientists to recognize 

these facts has led to numerous violations of thermodynamics16, 26. The radius of a 

sphere has a thermodynamic meaning because it determines the volume of a sphere. 

Since volume is a thermodynamic property homogeneous of degree 1, the spherical 

radius is a homogeneous function of degree 1/3 by virtue of the equality 34 3RV π= . 

Since it is usual to classify extensive variables as homogenous functions of degree 1 

and intensive variables as homogeneous functions of degree 0, then variables that are 

neither extensive nor intensive must also be related to their degree in order to 

ascertain thermodynamic balance.  
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Often, this has not been done in the literature.  However, physics has paid a 

tremendous price.  Failing to properly insist that temperature is always intensive, 

expressions have been advanced which are in direct conflict with the laws of 

thermodynamics16, 26.  The solution for some has been to ignore the nature of 

thermodynamic properties altogether, in hope of evading the need for thermodynamic 

balance.  Yet the Fourth Law and thermodynamic balance provides the sole means of 

verifying the physical validity of a given expression in thermodynamics.  If these 

constraints are ignored, then physics loses its most important guides and walks 

incoherently in the field which is thermodynamics.  
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